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This p aper describes my experiences teachirig a-course in developmental
mathematics to Indochinese students. The students were all uncertified
bilingual teachers employed by. the Minneapolis Public School System and,-.
ranged in age from twenty-two to forty. The diathematics course was developed
at the request of Dr. Nobuya Tsuchida, Driector of the AsianPacific American
Learning and Resource Center. St the University of Minnesota. The purpose of
the course was to provide this group of students with'traning in basic
mathematics while, at the same time, exposing them to a pollege level course
taught in English.

One of the problems in working with'non-traditional studenti is that
they do not fit into "regular" academic programs. Usually, a unique program
must be designed for'them which-takes-Unto account their special backgrounds,
needs and abilities. When preparing a course of .instruction for such

- students, one must be innovative, flexible, patient, and.willing to compro-
mise.

. .

Having taught in the Developmantal Mathematits Program- Of the- General
College (GC1 for the past eight years, I am used-te working With.mathema*
ically underprepared studepti._ The General College is the Open_ admissions.
unit of the University of Minnesota and, as such,- has astudent population
with - diverse academic, Cultural, and 'socioeconomic_ ;backgrounds. -- Thelf.
mathematics needs range from a_ briefeeview-of the rules of arithietic.and_.
.Alementary.algebra to. a. need for.0 complete. re- learning, .or- 'a first time

armi-ngT-of-of-bas-i-c-concepts-of-mathematics77-Many-ara-matheilatiially-.
:anxious and_ have poor/study-skills. _-

. . _

Thellirst step in putting together emathematics'coursefor_this special
group of students was to determine their mathematits_skill levelsi.jo
acconiplishlhis, the students were asked to_complete-themathematics portion
mif:the General College Placement.Tisting Program (a copy.of the-placement
test is in the appendix). This testwas developed-by -the<General College

-.mathematics faculty for -the purpose of placing, studentalinto GC mathematics
. -courses (a copy of the course.descriptions is in the_--.-appendi0...._The -test

7-consists of questions concerning whole numbers, fractionavdeolmals, per
and intermediate algebra. The test-is administered to :all

students who enter' the -_Genait 'CoTTigt-and ri specificaliTieareaTto-the-
content of.the GC mathematics courses: Based *the results:of.
faculty .,advisors place students into mathematically homogeneous - groups -so

that the students can be_taUght as:a single. class in a tradLijonal
withsetting. type__of _class has been found. to be most effestlye.with the

non-traditional students of the:General.Collegs.-
.

The results of the-placement test given to the Asian s:Udents for

class were 4interesting,,The scores. on the arithmetic-wtion of-the test.
ranged from 24% to 96% correct,_while.the algebra_sCores ranges from 0%-' to

100 correct. A number of students-scored higher On tkie:ilgebra portion-pf--
the test than they did "on the arithmetic portion. This----also happens -when-
regular GC students are tested, but not to-the extent that Occurred_With-tis.
group of Asian students,- itwas'assumed that this unusual-- scoring pattern

`was due to the morchighly verbal nature of the arithmetic.test.questions.
For example, it-Was easier for.this- group of students -.to answer
questions of the form,-"9X-4%2 0 8," than to answefartthmetic quistiont such
as, "Find the rate of disdount if_a shirt. which regularlY -sells for- 11049
goes On sale for,$6.00." It appears that many of _the students did no0Ull7

at .
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understand what was.be.ing asked In some of the arithmetic questions.
.

According to the regular placement scheme used by-'the Geneial College
(see the, appendix) , 32% of the students should have -.started study in
arithmetic, 20% in elementary algebra, 32% in,intirmedLite algebra, and 16%,
In college algebra:or higher. .

The obvious -way to deal with a class contaiiiinethls diversity-of
mathematics skill levels is to set ow a course using .programmed instruction -*

materials where students are able to work on spedific content areas-at their .

own Individual rates. .

The General College offers. such a course on. a regular basis, but it- was
felt that- students-with.poor English skills-might have,problems reading and
learning mathematics from a programmed textbook. ,In addition, such program-
med instruction courses tend to provide little motivation to -the students and-
do. not give-themAnough training In how to take 4potes, how .to succeed_An
regular Jecture_co4rses-how_to ask queitiOns,.how te_Mike
finer points assooiated With the language of mathematica.:-
decided to teach the. course in a lecture format_ where the-teacher-and-
stUdents_could interact-using-English;

.
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. _
.The students were informed of their. pfacomtnt test. 'acores--andwert-

allowed to decide if they wanted to- take the alithietic_part.,Of the-06Urse,.-
the algebra part, or Imith.pertsosiMuittneoUtTy.: ATI-6f thiTgl-WehtS choseto
do-both parts of the course even though it ment doubleethe.ambunt of
the same three college credits. Providing at thli.lOw:level of
mattiematics was chosen because it was felt,that,_if studenti at the upper -- -end
of the plaCement test seal* were registered in mathematics .courses consisent
with- their scores, they would have great difficUlty-due to their language
kobleMs.

- The students were told that they might be _bored.. with some :of _--the-
mathematical content -of the course, but that they.-should try to concentrate
on-the_mocabulary used in the course and on trod -the course was-Structured.,.

though --all of the students had had axithmet1513h.the oast, few.haid-
gained much experliflie with the specific.-procedures used in.totlege classes
in this- country. The English_used_to_communicate.the.content*Osentedthe
students with More-obstacles than the mathematical cohtent.itsalf.

On the first night of class, the students were 'asked to 1111 out an
information sheet (see -the appendix).. The sheet contained questions cormern-.
ling_ the number of hours' worked per week, -why the stUdepts took the class,'
what type of course-they.preferred, their gender,: age, and -intended -col -legs
major.- The informatrim gathered was useful in getting to know the back-
grounds.. of the SlUdents- and it_helpe0 to determine how well the students
could read and respond- to-questions posed in English. , .

, -

AnattegOt was made to teach the cd%irse on a number of different. 14,1111
of mathematical sophistiCation. For example, the -rule fordividingqIWO '-
fractions 140 inverting and Multiplying was given so that, as a

students could :perform this operation In any given situation Then,,_the
concept of division-as the inverse operation of multjpication was discustid_
in detail - for the .benefit-of the -more advanced students.. This allowed.the.
better students_to work on .-a deeper understanding of the toplis while
_
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:
...permitting the.weaker students to concentrate on the basic procedures needed
-to solve -the Problems;

The class, which met one night per week, was structured so that students
were given the opportunity to ask questions pn arithmetic homework problems
at the beginning of each session. After the questions wdre answered, a
lecture on new arithmetic material was given. This was followed by a ten
minute break, a question and answer period on algebra and, fiinally, an
algebra lecture.

d.
g

-Toe_ lectures, which )aited abOut one hour pact, were designed so that,
studentskcould ask .questiohs is the new -materisi was' _presented.. The
instructor tried to_ have the students take,an active 'part in the class by
continually asking them questions concerning the- various mathematical pro-
cedures. It was .made clear.-to the students that:it was -not necessary fort
each of them to actually answer-these questions verbally, bett. that it was

.very important for thei to at,least answer -them; in-English; "in their_owq,_
heed," :so that each student was actively ihvolVed in.ine.-course during_ the.:
lectures. This helpid the-shy students, as Well as.those.whose English.was- .

not good enough to give answers verbally. It also forced students to think
-in

Eniiish4

.

The atmosphere of the class was relaxed and friendly. .The_studenii.were!
Willim_antatata-to. haveach-othath-,:the,cOUrse,-materand_with_ the
communication prOblems which.eccst-between the Instructor:and themselves. On
.a number-of occasions, students .had to ask questions_ in their _native
language. These had to be translated into English-for thelcnttructor by
another-student. - 0'

It is important that students feercomfortable in a mathematics -class in
order to reduce their'anxiety toward college in general and toward mathemat-
ics in particular. In this special-class, a good deal of humor was used,IbUt
it was quickly realized that many of thelitudents-did not understand .some-of
the "Jokes." It turned out that much bickground material hao-be--exptained-
concerning the context of a particular joke before tt could be urtderstood.by

Since the English,profictency of the _students was low,. it was necessary.
to .write much of what was .said on. the chalkboard. Manyetudinte-had
difficulty comprehending spoken English.but, if_ given enoughjime, could read
and .understend what .was-beinucommunicated_if it_Was written._ Step- by step.
proced6res_for ftiviing answeri .to. problems -were ,ftrit,..written----on __the-
Chalkboard; this \was 1011C-wed by,a,m9re detailed explanation- of why these
algorithms worked. This enabled. the glatudents--toritolve -4roblems -using:
concrete written rules and then,- -after- they became-comfortable-with the
protedures, they were able to take shortouts.and.to do eore-Complex problems

,using their Understanding Of- Saying the rules verbally and
also writingg theni.helped the .studenti-in_takIng notes and in reinforcing the
connection between -written _and spoken English:

-

Often, it -bras diffiCult for students to make distinctions between the-"'
meanings of two sentences which- differed only slightly, and to undersiand_how
meanings changed when the same -words were.-used in,different orders and
contexts.- For eximole,*the following question was 'asked: "That
difference between ten and the sum of two and eight?" One student answered,-'.
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"Ten.is a single number 41-ierealp the sum of two and eight is an addition
problem." - The student was told that in this instance the word hdifferenal
was used to indicate that a subtraction operation should be performed, not a
comparison- of temp. She then said that the answer was "ftothing.". When

,asked if she ment 'zero, the student responded, "Yes, nothing." She was then
basked, "If the temperature outside were zero degrees, Wbuld you sey t(e
,temperature_ was nothiing?" A discussion of fie precision of the vocabulary of

--/mathematics then took place.
%

.
. ..-

. 1 . . 4

.A .major 'classportion of the class tline was spent working with- verbal-
problems. Word probelms are very difficult for all students; for tris group

Aot_epnenative-speakers of English they.were particularly frustrating, it is
*important that students answer the precise question asked in any mathematics

Problem. Often,. trying to figure out just what is_being asked-is the most
difficult part of solving.- a problem. .Distinctions. were made. between
expressiogs such asi. i "eightght is subtracted from two," "eight subtract two,",

$ "the difference of-eight and two," and "eight _decre#sed by -two." Much
practice-was. provided .with this --type of problem in both the arithmetitand_
algebra,SeOtichs_of the course. . -- -

_ - -..f = .'
.__ _ _

Overall, the ten w0Egotourse wars quite successfulbsrliinty-two percent-of_
.

the twenty -five students who took Lie course received-Passing grades; with
Mt receiving a.gride.of,A, 16%11, 16%.t,-and 8% incomplete. -:Thle: comperes.
to 3_65% completion rate for typical GC arithmetic_and elemehtery."alge

4

h%i_
stlide*s. -_ -v

.-
.

'_-
The students in this program were more highly mdttvated and mature_.-Aban4.

students- in the- regular GC mathematics courses and in_other mathemat.ics
courses for special studentrin whi-ch-1 have worked; St ants Aid- hot- need-
to be - coaxed into doing their homeWork problems or i tolcoming,to.clasS.
SomeTstpdent's asked for extra problems: so thit they qyld- experid--thelr--

knowledge in =difterent areas of mathematics.. Once. they have.Overcome-thetr
problems-with the English language, the students in the this 'progeam. should
do-very well -in college. - -:. ,--_ :

All students, including thoie- two etudentk-who did- not finish the
course, improved-in their ability_to answer-iquestionsAin .a -pOit-test.cif
arithmetic- and'elementary algebra.. This is evidenced by the.average_gain of
ten points froWprertest to.postrtest'scores scores on the placement.exam.
Many of the students learned mathematical concepts..and procedures which they
'had either forgotten or-never.mastered: However;` some of theimProvement in

student performance on the post -test* must be-attributed to. theintretie in
the stuant's English Apnguage skills. Students seemed -to better underitand
the questibns Asked and to be. better able to.write_downthOrTtcratch work:in
an organized manner. It_was evident, from direct- ebservatton, that'
their in-class note taking Vmproved dramatically over the-ten week per

- -

At the end. of the course,- recommeedstions::.were made as to Whicir

mathematics courses students should take in the future, Most" s- were

-advised to take intermedipte.algebra as their next mathematics course. TheY.

had learned a considerable- amount of mathematics content and, perhaps more

importantly, they- had learned. this'mathematies in the cOhtext of-the English
langUige.

It is worthwhile to allow students who have low proficiency in English:
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to oke courses .where the content is fa liar to them. They need to
expe fence this content in the context of the nglish language. By doing
this, the, students. ate,able to concentrate on nglish-in a setting in which
'they re comfortable with tt* material, but where the medium_of coMmunicatioq
-cause ;hem diffkUlty. nff such instances, mastering the course content, as
well a increasiki-fhtiT-proficiency in English, can be accomplished;

er

a
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